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For three hundred years, the Blackmoore house has harbored a valuable secret ... The Blackmoore
sisters learn about this secret from the dying lips of the historian they hired to decipher their
centuries old family journal. Too bad he never gets the chance to tell them exactly what he has
uncovered...or where to find it.But someone else knows where to find it, and they are prepared to
take it from the Blackmooreâ€™s no matter what the cost.The sisters are forced to put their newly
discovered paranormal powers to the test as they fight off treasure stealing pirates in between
figuring out clues from ghosts, decoding an old journal, finding their way through an underground
maze and dodging quicksand, bottomless pits and whirlpools. Oh, and did I mention the dark and
mysterious stranger that keeps showing up--is he friend or foe? Of course, their trusty cat,
Belladonna is around to give them a helping hand when they need it ... and she has a secret of her
own.Will the Blackmoore sisters be able to figure out where the treasure is and get to it before the
dead tide turns and hides it for another three hundred years?
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I was really looking forward to the next book in the Blackmoore sisters series. If you like a little clean
romance along with your mystery,you won't disappointed. Lee knows how to develop her characters
so that they really come alive. I was glad to see Overton's motives revealed. I can't wait for the next
book. What is in that attic? Loved the book.

I found this book to be so cinematic that it brought back the days I once lived on a bluff overlooking
the ocean, but on the opposite coast. This is a well-written, well-told story of four sisters caught up
in their past while trying to figure out their futures, and fight off pirates in the process. Sound
preposterous? The writer makes it totally believable. I loved the bond between the sisters and the
fact that while I am now eager to read the previous books in the series while I eagerly await the next
one, it is not necessary to understand the story line here. That is because the backstory is so
skillfully woven in, everything makes sense. While I like all the characters, I have to say, my favorite
is Belladonna. Read the book to find out who that is. Highly recommended.

i really like this author with her fun and easy series. This one really centered on ghost seer Celeste.
The hunt for the lost family treasure is on and with all the usual suspects making their appearance
it's rollicking fun. Yes,even Belladonna(the family cat,or is she?)gets into the act to protect the
Blackmore sisters. Pirates and ghosts,oh my.Keep them coming because I'm enchanted with this
town and the story. What's more,no triangles yea!!!!

I liked book 1. I mostly liked book 2. I probably would have liked book 3 if it was the only one I had
read. The main characters are likeable, and the setting is interesting, however the plot is the same
in all 3 books. 1 sister gets in trouble with a corrupt policeman, a man she fights not to like helps
them out, and then things resolve themselves. I decided not to go to book 4 with the expectation
that it was more of the same. Not bad books per se, just pretty predictable. If you like predictable,
then you will probably like these.

This is the third book in this series and I have read them back to back. If I could tell the author one
thing it would be to stop repeating everything from previous books. Its' tedious. That being said,
these books are ok but kind of boring as far as the writing style goes. I am not reading these for the
romance (which is good bc there is virtually none) but for the mystery and they are kind of slow. Still,
I feel somewhat compelled to follow their story for a while longer.

I enjoyed the first two books in the Blackmoore Sister series. This one was also good with the
treasure hunting. But I wish Ms Dobbs would write for her fans who are reading her full series. Book
one was good so I ordered book two. Good but got bored with the reviewing of book one so the
reader can catch up if they hadn't read book one. Now book three is reviewing books one and two.
Starting to get boring with all the reviewing. When I bought book three I decided to buy the next two.
Now I am worried if I will be able to enjoy them if all book four does Is review books one to three and
then book five spends a lot of time reviewing books one to four. This is very distracting from the
story if you have all ready read the previous books.

I have listened to the entire series as available as audible books, and have enjoyed them all. I read
(or listen) to escape and take my mind off the "real world", so I won't go into things like "character
depth" or "plot development", although those are fine. The one thing that is an absolute deal breaker
for me in audio books is the narrator. I always listen to a sample prior to buying, and I will reject an
audio book solely on the talent of the narrator. I will only listen to a book where the narrator can
bring me into the story so much that I can tell who is speaking simply by the voice characterization. I
am always amazed by great voice actors, because it takes much more talent o develop a character
and differentiate then them from all the others by voice alone. Hollis McCarthy is one who can do
just that.I recommend this series to anyone who wants a fun, entertaining listening experience.

"Dead Tide" is one of Leighann Dobbs' Blackmore Sisters Paranormal Mystery Series. These four
sisters have paranormal skills that they find in this series. They always seem to be in the middle of
some treasure hunt, which puts them into harms way, even though the boyfriends try to keep them
safe. In "Dead Tide," the girls have hired someone to decode an old journal that they found in their
attic. It was probably around 300 years old. The man hired to decode, dropped dead just as he was
about to reveal what he had found. Naturally, the police wanted to blame the death on Celeste, who
was meeting with the man. The man had alluded that there was something both historic and
financial he uncovered before he died. Jake who had been a Boston cop and had moved to Noquitt
to be on that force had quit and opened a Private Investigator business for which Jolene was hired
as an assisstant. She had taken a forensic computing course. For this mystery, they had to find
numerous clues that led to ornate boxes with something inside, but cryptic at best until they found
the leather map. Pirates had returned and the sisters had to figure out the treasure and get to it
before the pirates.
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